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“You take up the scribe or by the thought or an action of hand gain
your position in life.  To me those are ways which are for lesser men.
To me the Code and by it war are the most genuine vocation it is
possible to uphold. It is in the quarrel that greatness is forged.”
– Baron Diodine Marsaius Sparrow

There are hundreds of Condot mercenary companies capable of
mounting operations beyond a single planetary body and there are
thousands who are restricted to one planet or even one city or territory.
While there are a few which are larger in terms of military might there
is no more famous Condot than the Quarrel Company.  Owned and
operated by the wealthy Sparrow family the Quarrel Company has
sided very much with the Prydian Army during the Civil War and has
seen action in a great many campaigns from a major involvement to
a single lance hire all under the provisions of the Code Gallant.

In 4256 IC the Quarrel Company came into existence proper with the
conquest of Ascalon III by what was until that time a fairly nomadic
clan of knights for hire.  The Ascalon stellar system is one of the further
out core systems and has six habitable worlds.  The third of these
worlds was lorded over by a despotic noble who was easily removed
by Ranto Sparrow who set about turning it into a fine and productive
globe.  Baron Diodine Marsaius Sparrow the grandson of this founding
knight who now commands the Quarrel Company.  From six main
bases all over Ascalon III and one large capital city, Saffiria, the
business of war for fortune is carried out.

It is into six fleets that the Quarrel Company is divided.  Four of these,
the largest, are orientated for contracts in the core systems of the
Prydian Precinct and are each composed of over four hundred
thousand Retained and Muster along with their vehicles and starships
to carry them in their Cassillis and Moat type Portable Castles.  These
are the 1st to 4th 'Arrows' of the quiver and see heavy fighting in
galactic spinward clusters against the League of Yordan and The
Flame Company who are often in the employ of Yordan.  The much
smaller 5th and 6th Arrows are used for more specialised contracts
and have seen action in Chard and at Hakke among many other places
on short term quests.  It is to the 6th Arrow that Diodine himself is
attached as its knight commander.  Some would think it odd that the
man who rules over two million troops would want to spend a lot of
time aboard ship in transit but that suits the often brooding master of
the Quarrel Company.  The Sparrow family is a hierarchy and the other
Arrows are commanded by Diodine's sons and daughters as well as
his niece Calandra Ranto Sparrow who is thought to be one of the most
deadly pilots in the Precinct and oversees the 1st Arrow on Mallam IV.

The Quarrel Company makes use of virtually every weapon of war from
Segurant class battle cruisers to Cadman fighters and five classes of
Portable Castles to deliver its regiments to battle.  In the field the ivory
armour with sky blue patterning of the Company is worn by Muster (as
well as more than one hundred thousand Planetary Militia in the 1st
Arrow) but it is in Retained Knights that the bulk of Diodine's warriors
are to be found.  Much smaller numbers of Desteria Knights and
Battlesuits are found with a favouring of portable weapon platforms
rather than bikes.  There are nine armoured regiments of Taranis main
battle tanks along with sixteen regiments of Afara and other marks of
Striders as well as Magogs.  Most Quarrel Company officers and lance
leaders favour Roaz powered axes over pistols and swords.
Progression from Militia to Muster and to Retained is down to merit
only and not nobility.  Diodine Sparrow values talent above all else.

In 4330 IC the Quarrel Company is almost entirely in the employ of the
Pydian Army in the core systems having built up a very respectable
and reliable reputation which has gained them thousands of tonnes of
gold and other precious metals in payment.  Diodine has resisted
several approaches for the wholesale absorption of his Condots into
the regular service of the Throne and Princess Cyon including the latest
one in person at New Glastonbury.  This may become an issue in the
future but for now Baron Diodine Marsaius Sparrow is too valuable and
experienced ally to be jeopardised.

FIELDING THIS FORCE IN PATROL ANGIS

Use standard force creation rules as found in Patrol Angis and Callsign
Taranis for this faction with no special alterations.  Here are profiles of
personalities for use in your games.

Baron Diodine Marsaius Sparrow                            Points Cost: 291
Retained Noble, MkV Alwite Armour, Roaz Powered Axe.  (Commander).
Ablative Shell, Assaulter, Baron, Brawler, Calmer, Comms Gear, Errant,
Veteran.
Unique Rule:  This character adds one Activation Token to the Force per turn
automatically when in play.  This has no effect on normal roll for tokens.
Unique Condition:  This character must Command his lance or Force in play.
He may not use any ranged weapon.

Quintus Bria                                                               Points Cost: 58
The close guard of Diodine Sparrow.  Retained Knight, MkV Alwite Armour,
Hermit 44mm Plasma Rifle.  Calmer, Errant, Veteran.
Unique Rule:  None.
Unique Condition:  This character must remain in Troop Element with Diodine
Sparrow and all hits allocated to that Troop Element are given to this character
before Diodine in all cases.

Loren Vasilia                                                              Points Cost: 82
Lady commander of the first regiment of the Quarrel Company and a crack
shot. Retained Knight, MkV Alwite Armour, Carnwennan Pistol.  Sniper, Veteran.
Unique Rule:  Using her data slate once per game owning player may make
opponent re-roll one dice throw of their choice.  New result must be taken.
Unique Condition:  None.
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